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LEFT AND INSET

Users can transform
their CAD-drafted
models into
presentation pieces
that look like handdrawn sketches or
photorealistic images.

IT MAY NOT BE THE DOMINANT
DESIGN SOFTWARE PACKAGE
IN THE UNITED STATES,
BUT VECTORWORKS LANDMARK
IS IN MANY WAYS UNIQUELY
HELPFUL TO LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTS.
BY JAMES L. SIPES, ASLA

utodesk has dominated the market for drafting and design software in the United States since landscape architects first started trading in
their T squares for computers in the
early 1980s. In ASLA’s most recent
survey of firm leaders’ software preferences, 69 percent said they used
the company’s AutoCAD software.

It is produced by Nemetschek Vectorworks, a Maryland-based subsidiary of the Nemetschek Group,
which is the leading vendor of software for architects, engineers, and
the construction industry outside
North America.
The people who created this software clearly understand the sort of
work we landscape architects do and
the tools we need to do it. That is
probably because Vectorworks keeps
two registered landscape architects
on staff, Eric Gilbey, ASLA, and
Stewart Rom.

I have personally been an AutoCAD
user since 1981, when I started working with a prerelease version of AutoCAD 1.0. But after experimenting
with the latest version of Vectorworks Landmark this past fall, I’ve
decided the time may be right for a
little change.
Vectorworks Landmark has all of the
drawing, editing, and layout tools you
Vectorworks Landmark is the only would expect to find in a high-quality
major stand-alone program designed CAD program. But it is much cheapspecifically for landscape architects. er than AutoCAD and better suited
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ABOVE LEFT
AND OPPOSITE

Site-specific tools and
features, such as walls,
stairs, and hardscapes,
integrate 2-D and
3-D design and carry
parametric intelligence
that enables control of
each object’s height,
width, and area.
ABOVE RIGHT

Parking layout is
made easier with an
intelligent parking area
object that can be
clipped to accommodate
openings such as
tree islands.

to a landscape architect’s work flow
straight out of the box. The standard
version of Vectorworks Landmark
2012 costs $2,195. Add Vectorworks’s
Renderworks, which provides extra
rendering styles and textures for photorealistic rendering, and you are out
only $2,670. By comparison, AutoCAD has a retail price of $3,995. One
of Landmark’s biggest selling points
is how it integrates 2-D drawing and
3-D modeling capabilities into one
seamless product. Other programs,
including AutoCAD, do this to some
degree, but not as smoothly as Landmark. The fundamental difference is
that Landmark seems to assume you
want to work in both 2-D and 3-D,
while AutoCAD places an emphasis
on 2-D drawing.
That may explain why so many landscape architects who use AutoCAD
have embraced Google SketchUp in
recent years. SketchUp is inexpensive
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and easy to learn. Yet trying to work
between SketchUp and AutoCAD
can be frustrating—and it wastes a
lot of time. If you are working with
complicated drawings, it may take
many hours to clean them up each
time you switch between one program and the other. Landmark users
can simply switch between plan view
and 3-D view in the same program
in seconds, because it encourages
the integration of 3-D throughout
the design process. Although Landmark has very good 3-D capabilities,
I would expect many landscape architects will continue to use SketchUp
because it is so good at quick, conceptual 3-D modeling. Vectorworks
seems to expect that process to occur
as well, because it makes it easy to
import and export SketchUp models.
Vectorworks Landmark offers a variety
of 3-D functions. With Landmark,
you can use a section view port to
create a cross-sectional view of a
model. If the model changes, the
section is also updated to reflect the
changes. This is a feature common
in 3-D modeling programs. AutoCAD has a similar automatic sec-

tion cutter, but most CAD programs
don’t have this type of tool.
Using Landmark, you can generate 3-D landforms using survey data
or 3-D contours. Both 2-D and 3-D
objects can be placed on the surface of these terrain models, and
aerial photos and other images can
be mapped onto them. You can use
these models to determine cut and
fill calculations by comparing one
3-D terrain model to another and
measuring the differences.
There are also tools geared specifically for landscape architects that can
be used to create common landscape
elements such as roads, walls, stairs,
pathways, parking areas, and paved
areas. With the parking tool, you can
quickly lay out a parking area, complete with cutouts for planting medians. The tools for walls allow you to
create straight, curved, or free-form
3-D freestanding or retaining walls.
The walls are a perfect example of
how Vectorworks lets you work in
2-D and 3-D all at one time. You
can draw a wall in plan form, then
project it so it fits a surface model.

RENDERING CAPABILITIES
ARE FULLY INTEGRATED
INTO THE VECTORWORKS
SOFTWARE.

business, so it is important to have
digital tools that simplify that process. Vectorworks Landmark provides a complete set of commands,
tools, and symbols for planting and
irrigation design.
Landmark not only allows you to
work in 3-D but to render in 3-D. The
rendering capabilities are fully integrated into Vectorworks software,
so generating a rendering is simple
and quick. A sketch rendering mode
applies a hand-drawn look to 2-D
and 3-D objects. This is especially
nice for early, more conceptual drawings. The vector-based sketch effects
can be applied to objects, hatches,
and even entire views. There are
predefined sketch styles, or you can
create your own. Interactive solar
animations can be used to display
the sun’s effects within the drawing;
just specify the view, day, month,
and time for interactive previews.

cessing speed for rendering and
3-D modeling. Its integration with
Nemetschek’s CINEMA 4D render
engine has also greatly improved
quality while decreasing rendering
time. You probably won’t even know
that you are using Parasolid or CINEMA 4D, but you will notice that
the renderings look good and can
be generated fairly quickly.

I found older versions of Landmark
too slow for rendering complex
landscape scenes. But the latest
edition of Landmark incorporates
Parasolid 3-D modeling technology,
which greatly speeds up the pro-

Plantings

Another way Landmark speeds up
processing is through “work group
referencing,” which splits complex
projects into more manageable
pieces. You can take a very large file
and save it into several smaller files
that are easier to use.
Landscape architects will be particularly impressed with how Landmark
handles plantings. For many landscape architects, drawing up planting plans is a fundamental part of

By comparison, landscape architects
using AutoCAD typically make their
own symbols and templates or purchase an add-on program such as
Land F/X or LANDCADD for these
types of tools. Land F/X retails for
$1,295, while Irrigation F/X retails
for $2,995. There are a number of
separate LANDCADD modules—
including modules for irrigation
design, base plans, construction
details, landscape design, and site
analysis—and they range in price
between $345 and $1,795.
Landmark’s Place Plant tool is great
for creating planting beds, with
plants at exact intervals or in groupings. The plants you place with this
tool are hybrid symbols, and you
can place either a 2-D symbol or,
if you plan to create a model, a 3-D
symbol, so it is easy to visualize
planting designs.

If you’re not sure which plant to
use, you can research plants using
the Landmark plant database, which
was created using public domain
data. It is a stand-alone FileMaker
application that can be customized
by adding your own plant data, images, and models. Plants can be
defined by entering parameters or
by loading and editing botanical
data from the plant database. The
plant database included provides
an extensive list of plant names and
botanical information, as well as a
library of North American plants
available from Monrovia Nursery.
(Coblands Nurseries provides plant
data for the United Kingdom.)
Once you’ve chosen what you’re going to plant, you can create models
that actually show photorealistic
representations of that plant. Vectorworks’s plant image library is
one of the best I have seen. The
Landmark plants library contains
photorealistic representations of
186 species, including plan view,
elevation, and 3-D symbols. The
images in the library are probably sufficient for many planting
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designs, but in reality, most landscape architecture firms will want
to create their own custom libraries
so their drawings will look unique.
Vectorworks simplifies that process
and lets you not only input images,
but add data for each such as costs.
If you make your plans and models
using Vectorworks’s system, it is
extremely easy to create planting
schedules, existing tree reports,
and irrigation plans, along with
worksheets that calculate project
costs and materials required. The
software will do all the counting
for you.
TOP

Plants in the Vectorworks
Landmark program are
represented in 2-D and
3-D and provide plant
information for schedules
in the documentation
stages.
ABOVE

Each plant record can
be sorted by ornamental
characteristics,
tolerances, and suitability.

Compatability and Geospatial
Capabilities

Like many people, I have stayed with
AutoCAD at least in part owing to
concerns I have about operability
among programs. But one of the real
strengths of Vectorworks is its ability
to import and export data from many
different programs. “In the United
States we are not the industry standard,” says Gilbey of Vectorworks,
“so we have worked hard to make
sure you can import and export data
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from all of the industry standards
that are out there.” Files can be exchanged with programs such as
SketchUp, 3ds Max (.3ds), Google
Earth (.kml), ArcMap (SHP), and
CAD programs, including AutoCAD
(.dwg and .dxf). I currently work with
a wide variety of programs, including AutoCAD, 3ds Max, SketchUp,
Illustrator, Photoshop, InDesign,
ArcMap, and Revit—Vectorworks
can import and export data for all
of these. There is even a drag-anddrop import shortcut available for
most file formats. Vectorworks also
imports/exports World files (.bpw,
.jgw, .pgw, .tfw, .gfw, or .wld) used
for georeferenced raster images. The
World file is an ASCII file format
that was developed by Esri for use
with ArcInfo.
Vectorworks Landmark is not designed to be a geographic information system (GIS) application—it
lacks the majority of the specialized
tools for mapping and analyzing
digital data—but it does have some
simple tools that can be used to
evaluate, analyze, present, visualize, and manage basic geographical

data. For many landscape architects,
the GIS capabilities of Vectorworks
Landmark may be sufficient for
most of the geospatial analysis work
they need.
I am a big fan of Esri’s ArcMap and
ArcInfo software, but neither program has the kind of editing tools
that are available in CAD programs.
It is painful to try to edit line data
within a GIS program. There are
no snaps, offsets, or trims that CAD
users depend upon. Landmark allows you to work with geospatial data
while also providing standard CAD
drawing and editing tools. With
Landmark you can set up geospatial
data from scratch, define coordinate
systems and projects, move data to
different geographic locations, and
edit existing data. Landmark also includes tools for simple GIS analysis
such as slope, aspect, and seen-area
analysis. Anyone who does a lot of
GIS work may want to look at Landmark just for editing geospatial data.
I don’t foresee Landmark’s replacing ArcMap for serious GIS users,
because it lacks analytical tools such
as ModelBuilder, which is great for

LEFT AND ABOVE

The appended data
in imported 2-D
shapefiles can be
used to modify polygons
to take 3-D form
in the modeled site.

creating “what if” scenarios. But
casual users with simpler needs
may find the program to be a viable
alternative.

site, and as a result the tools in
BIM programs are geared more
toward architects than landscape
architects.

In comparison, AutoCAD provides
some basic functionality, such as being able to georeference data, but
does not provide the same analytical
tools. AutoCAD lacks GIS capabilities such as scene area analysis and
slope analysis, which are both available in Landmark and Map 3D, Autodesk’s geospatial analysis program.

Vectorworks has fully embraced
BIM and has actually taken steps
toward making it more appropriate
for landscape architecture. In its
promotional material, Vectorworks
uses the term “Site Information
Modeling” instead of BIM when
referring to the capabilities of Landmark software.

BIM Capabilities

The BIM software that landscape
architects should learn and purchase depends upon context. Those
who work primarily with architects
should probably learn Autodesk Revit, since the program has about 90
percent of the current market. Landscape architects who work primarily with engineers should consider
either Bentley Architecture or AutoCAD Civil 3D, whereas ArchiCAD is
the BIM program of choice for many
federal projects. The downside is
that none of these BIM programs
offers the tools needed for landscape
design. All of those programs have

Building Information Modeling
(BIM) is more of an approach
than a technology. It is based on
the idea of sharing and managing
continuous information from the
inception of initial project design
through construction and ongoing
maintenance. It involves disciplines
working together with shared 3-D
“smart” objects. Many landscape
architects are trying to determine
how to use BIM in their practice.
The problem with BIM programs
like Revit and ArchiCAD is that
they focus on buildings, not the

a proprietary format that offers full
BIM capacity, but they also use formats such as IFC, which is an international standard for exchanging
data for BIM applications.
For landscape architects who would
like to be able to import and export
BIM data using the IFC format,
Vectorworks Designer may be the
answer (currently, Landmark does
not offer IFC import and export).
When an IFC file is imported into
a Vectorworks file, the objects are
translated into corresponding Vectorworks objects when possible.
Most landscape elements are not
recognized as IFC objects, so there
is an IFC Data command that attaches IFC data to custom 3-D elements so that they will be recognized as IFC objects. The geometry
of IFC entities can be edited and
then exported for use in a BIM program. Vectorworks provides guidelines on how to prepare Vectorworks Landmark building models
for exporting to IFC.

developing the sort of BIM components that landscape architects need.
That starts by adding IFC import/
export capabilities to Landmark. Individual architecture and landscape
architecture firms are developing
their own BIM components on a
project-by-project basis. There is not
much chance they will share those
components with other landscape
architects. But I wouldn’t be surprised if Vectorworks takes the lead
on developing BIM components for
landscape architecture in the future.
Vectorworks’s long-term commitment to developing tools specifically
for our profession is one of the reasons I’ve become a believer.
For more information about
Vectorworks 2012 software, visit
www.vectorworks2012.net.
JAMES L. SIPES, ASLA, IS AN ENVIRONMENTAL
PLANNER, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT, AND URBAN DESIGNER AND IS THE FOUNDING PRINCIPAL OF SAND COUNTY STUDIOS IN SEATTLE.

I would love to see Vectorworks be
more proactive when it comes to
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